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106
BENCH

STRONG AND DURABLE
The Spanesi straightening bench was designed to withstand the most intense pulling stress. It is made of the most 
resistant and reliable construction materials available, so that it maintains its performance over the years.

ALL DAMAGE TYPES
From the lightest hits to the most complex repairs. The 106 contains a multi-purpose structural repair bench, ideal 
for	quick	small	repairs and, above all, for repairing seriously damaged cars.

360° PULLING TOWER
Designed	to	facilitate	pulling	operations	thanks	to	permenant	attachment	locations	and	an	automatic	locking	
mechanism located at various points around	the	bench.	It	comes	with	a	pulling	kit.

MOVABLE
Thanks	to	four	removable	wheels	attached	to	the	ends	of	the	workbench,	the	straightening	bench	can	be	
conveniently moved to the most suitable area for various repairs to be carried out.

EASY LIFTING AND LOWERING OF VEHICLES
With	the	aid	of	a	lift,	1.6	metres	in	height,	and	a	set	of	ramps	and	platforms,	a	vehicle	can	be	lifted	and	lowered	
quickly	and	easily.
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UNIVERSAL JIG
SYSTEM

FIXING, PULLING AND MEASURING
The Spanesi Universal Jig System is an exclusive tool that guarantees OEM repairs to old and new cars, as well as 
those to come in the future. A state-of-the-art mechanical system allows any type of damage to be repaired with the 
accessories supplied. It is the only jig system that can fasten, pull and measure at the same time.

USER-FRIENDLY
Designed according to user-friendly, it uniquely allows for upward thrusts, downward pulls and repositioning of the 
crossbeams	for	the		jigs	themselves,	using	rack	and	pinion	gears.	Sliding	on	racks	ensures	quick	and	easy	positioning	
of the heads at the correct reference points.

NO OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT=NO ADDITIONAL COSTS
A totally complete system. Using the Spanesi Universal Jig, damage to any vehicle can be repaired at any time, 
without the need to purchase any optional equipment.
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TOUCH
ELECTRONIC MEASURING SYSTEM

FAST AND EASY TO USE
A car can be measured and the damage easily diagnosed in just a few minutes. With 3 probes in varying lengths, the 
Touch Electronic Measuring System is the only tool that can reach the most complex points of the vehicle components 
structure, including external and mechanical parts.

GREATER PRECISION
In the diagnosis phase, the damage is analysed and assessed in detail. The post-repair measurements ensure that the 
vehicle is perfectly repaired and made safe again.

DYNAMIC REPAIRS
The	innovative	“Follow	Me”	system	allows	the	operator	to	correctly	realign	the	points	in	real	time,	thus	making	pulling 
operations	more	efficient	and	precise.

COMPLETE DATABASE
Database updates are released and sent annually. Updated data sheets of all models in circulation on the market	will	
always be available to Touch users.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES AND MPVS
The Touch Electronic Measuring System enables the diagnosis and repair of MPVs, SUVs and commercial vehicles.
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